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Community well-being

International (INT) Students.

&



Problems



Methods:

            Interviews                                                    Questionnaires                                              Photos



INT students relations

A chart describing INT students relations based on our research



of new INT students 
have academic pressure.

70%
of new INT students 
regard language as their 
main difficulty.

61%

of INT students think low 
level English prevent 
them from integrating 
into the society.

62%
of INT Chinese students 
only have friends that 
are from China.

60%

The common answer to 
the question: Do you 
think you’ve well 
prepared for your 
studying abroad?

No,

more than half of INT 
students would like 
some help from other 
people.

Yes,



Elaboration:

Additional User research.

-Illiterate to CAPITALIZED words

-Long-distance relationship: breaking up lovers

-Physically familiar, literally strange

-Half-blind food hunting

-Embarrassment to start a conversation

-Easy listening, difficult understanding



Solution & Benefits



Original 
  concepts



A companion.

A language 
tutor.

An academic 
assistant.



Blabo, the robot.
Blaboler, the app.



Blabo, the robot. Blaboler, the app.



Blabo is an intelligence desktop robot that 
can be an INT student’s companion, language 
tutor and academic assistant.

She can join INT student’s conversation and 
oral practice, to bring topics and solve 
embarrassment. 

Or she can also teach the students language 
skills like trends or slangs, as well as 
preparing presentation and correct grammar.

Ears(interactive)

Screen

Body

Base

Hi !
I’m Blabo.



Blaboler is an app to work with the Blabo robot. They can 
not work separately as the app is required for basic 
settings and system updates of the robot.

Blaboler provides multiple features to help INT students 
manage spoken English. 



Design process



User
Research

Final
Concept

issue 1

Background

Design thinking

User test

Issue 2

Background

Design thinking

User test

Issue 3

Background

Design thinking

User test

Issue 4

Background

Design thinking

User test

insights 1

insights 2

insights 3

insights 4



Issue 1：INT students don’t usually practise oral English with each other, even 
those who mean to practise couldn’t do it for a long time.

 
Solution: Use a voice changer to help them get interested in speaking English.

One of our insights in the 
user research was that INT 
students don’t usually 
practise English speaking 
with each other, even those 
who mean to practise 
couldn’t maintain for a long 
time till the practise shows 
some effect.

The main reason is that 
English oral practising 
between two new INT 
students is boring and 
embarrassing, they can’t 
help to use their mother 
language.



Background researches.

How to create a 
Real-time voice changer

How to create an
Online voice changer

WeChat Voice 
changer

“Squeal”
Positive 
feedback



USER TEST-1 
POST-EXPERIENCED 
INTERVIEWS

Scenario & Paper phototypes

Li-Ming and Yang are two Chinese students who has just come to 
Melbourne. One day, they downloaded our app and decided to 
use our app to practice speaking English. 

First they choose a voice type for each of them, and set a goal of 
20 sentences.

Then they started sending voice message to each other randomly. 
The app changes their voices to make them sounds funny. They 
all feel full of joy when using this app and quickly achieved the 
practise goal of this day.



Lack of topics“ I have a lot of ideas when speaking Chinese, 
but in English I feel it more difficult to get a topic, I think it will 
be better if this app can actually give us a topic for 
conversation.”

Smooth voice change “Sometimes the voice has been 
changed too much, that I cannot understand what my friend 
has said. The app should only change the voice of the person, 
but not the speed of his speaking.”

Role playing and acting. I think it’s better to let the users play 
a role, like, acting a person, or pretending they are someone 
else. The characters can be related to a given topic. 

Lose interest  in the future. More features should be provided 
otherwise students may lose interest in this app soon.

Key insights and further 
background research.

Xbox avatar English 
conversations



One of our insights in the 
user research was that INT 
students don’t usually 
practise English speaking 
with each other, even those 
who mean to practise 
couldn’t maintain for a long 
time till the practise shows 
some effect.

The main reason is that 
English oral practising 
between two new INT 
students is boring and 
embarrassing, they can’t 
help to use their mother 
language.

Insight 3：INT students tends to speak their mother-language with each other

How to encourage INT students practice more English?



Example in real-life.



Background researches.

Google home Jibo

Siri



Sketching & Physical prototype.



User test 
& 
Key insights.

The majority of  our potential users do not hate 
robots.

More people prefer a metal surface or a soft plastic surface.

Two third of our users feels like chatting with a robot. 
Same percentage of people like “Blabo” to give advice 
helping them out of trouble

More people prefer a robot that looks more like a 
real human but has some differents.



Insight 3：INT students don’t know about slang and language trends



Background researches.

Dictionary Game

Daily



Story board and user test.

“Try three different way to 
learn a slang.”



Key insights.

-All 3 users couldn’t help to touch the robot. 

-Users will adjust the robot’s position to make it 
facing themselves when talking to it.

-The second type of learning is not very effective, 
one user missed what the robot has said.

-Sending a information card about a slang costs less 
time for users to learn.

-None of the users were able to guess the right 
meaning of the slang.

-It will be good if the robot can itself to face at the user.

-Users may get upset when they cannot guess the meaning of the slang.

-Generally the users like to interact with the robot but they learn more 
easily by reading the information.



Insight 3：Many INT students have difficulty reading capitalized English.



Background researches.

Google translate Words Crush



Sketching
&
Story board
&
Paper prototype



User1-”My advice is that you can 
add some explanations of this word. 
It helps me remember this word, 
but I still don’t know what the 
meaning.”

User2 -”In my opinion, this game is 
a little boring, you should add some 
other functions to make it more 
interesting.”

User3-”I think it helpful because it 
better or easier to read these 
letters.”

User test
&
Insights



Storyboard & Video



I stan J.A.R.V.I.S. 
, what about U?

A companion.



I stan J.A.R.V.I.S. 
, what about U?

A companion.



A Voice message 
from Johnny, play 
it?

A language 
tutor.



It‘s hierarchy, not 
hi-archy, dear.

An academic 
assistant.



Video



Thank you!


